
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

This week’s Laager site was in Kathu – Bang Wad Dam Reservoir 

Quarry. It was a sheltered spot with a sparkly mica surface and 

plenty of small camouflaged rocks to trip over. The GM introduced 

the Hares, minus Masarap. We were given long and complicated 

instructions; so as well as looking out for multicoloured paper, 

there would be orange spray-painted marks, orange tags on trees 

and chalk marks on the ground. We were told the run/walk would be ‘cute and funny’ 

(WTF!) and there definitely should not be any short-cutting (or else)… 

 

The runners were just about to go when it was realised there 

wasn’t a Horn yet… The Run Master was nowhere to be seen. 

When he finally got his arse into gear he was left holding the 

horn as everyone else had fucked off! Well done NLE. 

 

So the ‘cute’ part of the trail was zig-zagging backwards and 

forwards through the mountain bike course. Oh how we laughed! 

But then no-one could see where we had to go next. Everyone was 

wandering backwards and forwards again, like headless chickens. 

Eventually the right way was found and 

it was a pleasant walk past the golf 

course. The trail was as flat as a fart but that was good on such 

a hot day.  

 

Back at the circle, Lucky Lek announced, “Announmen”: 

• Poo Ying 17th March @Chalong Chao Fah Tawan   

• PH3 Outstation 3-5th May @Ko Yao Noi  https://phuketdir.com/outstation2024/   

(More details on the PH3 website) 
 

  

Come and secure 

your place for the 

Outstation Run!  

 

 

A case of mistaken 

identity by the GM 

between Sweaty 

Bollox (Hash Cash) 

and Baldylocks (not 

Hash Cash). 
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Happy St. Patrick’s 

Day to Repressed 

One and the ‘Plastic 

Paddies ’. 

 

 

 

Welcome back 

Hashers. The couple 

on the right did 

PH3 run #3! 

 

 

Hello to our 

Visiting Hashers.  

 

 

 

 

25 Run shirts for 

Wise Man – how 

chuffed was he?!

 A nice hot day 

for getting iced. 

Welcome 

Virgins. 

   

Any birthdays?  

Yes, David the 

Virgin.                                  

H.B.Y.C. (He didn’t know  

what was going on!

 

Despite it being only his 4th visit and not even having a Hash Name, 

Scott, made his debut as a Steward. He started with a very informative 

“on this day in history…” slot. Then there was a ‘flipping’ good game 

(video on Facebook) between some of the more competitive boys. And 

the ‘son of Jaws lookalike’ finished with some facts about the origins on 

the HHH. A very noble effort Scott! 

 

As always, there were a host of run offences: Shortcutting through the golf course and 

being threatened by a guard with a machine gun! A ‘horny’ Wilma, knowing there were 

lots of short-cutting opportunities. A story of Flying Dickhead’s new ‘millionaire’ shoes. 

A few dodgy political comments, lightened by a few ‘blue’ Blue Harlott jokes. Then it 

went very political again and The GM had to call for order! It was like being at a Trump 

rally! (Thanks to Philthy Piss Head, Jaws, Butt Plug, Not Long Enough, Fungus, Wilma, 

Manneken Pis, Lucky Lek and Campari for their contributions.) 

And in the kerfuffle, when I next looked up…  

And so Campari kept the bog seat and got  

Hashit for the day!

--Circle Closed-- 

ON ON 

Takes It All In         click here for more pics 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.849306987241214

